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1. Background of the Project:
The United Nations Development Program (UNDP) engaged Indus Resource Centre for
restoring livelihoods, community based infrastructure and governance in two union councils of
severely flood affected district of Kambar-Shadadkot i.e. Qubo Saeed Khan and Hazar Wah.
The contract was made for a period of five months starting from October 15, 2010 and to end on
March 15, 2011.
The objectives of the contract are as follows:
1. To support and complement livelihood opportunities to communities, particularly nonfarm income for both men and women, and
2. To rehabilitate public buildings particularly schools and Basic Health Units, and
construct crucial community based infrastructure through Cash for Work Programme,
Expected outputs under these objectives will be as follows:












40 Community Organisations (20 male and 20 female) functioning in two UCs and
encouraging collective thinking and action
100 men and 50 women trained in alternative livelihood skills
30 men and 20 women engaged in providing their marketable services
80 men and 20 women engaged in merchandise trade for rural communities
20 men and 20 women are engaged in handicraft and cottage industry and are selling
their products
100 women engaged in livestock rearing
20 village schools rehabilitated
2 Basic Health Units rehabilitated
18 other government and community infrastructure schemes will be renovated and
rehabilitated
20 new schemes, one in each village, constructed such as drinking water, sanitation,
village drainage, culverts, pavements etc.
Cash for work generated for skilled and unskilled workers

2. Location and Beneficiaries
Specific Dehs and villages within the two UCs and intended direct beneficiaries are as under:
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3. Progress against objectives
3.1
Survey and Selection of Villages
After building the team in a transparent and merit based way, the first activity of the project was
design and conduct of a baseline survey. The objectives of this activity were several: one, to
select the target villages on the basis of the damages and population, two, to identify damaged
infrastructure, and three to identify potential trainees for technical training and entrepreneur men
and women, and most of all to build relationship with communities.
The process adopted was participatory from the very beginning. IRC coordinated with District
Government and gave a presentation on project deliverables to district coordination committee,
PDMA regional directorate and UN-community restoration cluster. The list of villages was
obtained from district government before the initiation of survey in field.
A total of 47 worst affected villages were surveyed. Finally 20 villages were selected. The
selection criteria for villages included the following:







Existence of at least 40 households in the village;
Minimum 50% damage due to flood
Destruction of facilities such as roads, paths, culverts, water tanks
Potential of rehabilitation of schemes to benefit large number of households
Willingness for Community participation in planning and implementation
Community’s willingness to learn new skills and use alternate livelihood options

The list of selected villages was then shared with district government and PDMA Sukkur Regional office.

3.2

Implementation of Governance Component

Union Council/Deh
UC Qubo Saeed Khan

Village

Male

Female

Kot Shah Baig
Kot Shah Baig
Dohri
Samdar
Dohri
Samdar
Dohri
Dohri
Qubo
Samdar

Kot Shah Baig
Shaker M Brohi
Saifal Solangi
Sobdar Khoso
Latif Abad
Loung Khoso
Abdul Qadir Khoso
Yar M Khoso
Sajawal Magsi
Mohammad Soomer

860
365
340
290
740
560
290
370
400
310

740
300
270
250
630
450
250
330
350
290

Himat Chandio
M Acher Brohi
New Faiz Abad
M Acher Magsi
Gul Hassan Magsi
Dilwash Mugheri
Gul Hassan Mughari
Shah Wasayo
Qaim Brohi
Acher Khaskheli

300
260
560
154
300
730
270
330
450
470
7764

245
230
440
146
260
520
230
270
405
430
6336

UC Hazar Wah
Seer Drakhan
Seer Drakhan
Seer Drakhan
Mohammad Hassan
Hakro
Kamil
Shah wasayo
Seer Drakhan
Seer drakhan
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The project has three components: governance, livelihoods and infrastructure rehabilitation. In
this project IRC has adopted a strategy that combines the three components. The basic building
block is social mobilization and governance, the rest is built on it. The initial formation of
community groups was followed by their basic organizational skills training. Once the COs were
formed, intensive discussions took place at the community level based in initial findings under
the baseline that resulted in: one, identification of male and female members for training in
alternate livelihood skills and two, in identification of priority infrastructure schemes.
The formation of Cos was followed by their training in basic social mobilization, record keeping,
monitoring and essential managerial skills. The two day training was separately organized for
men and women. A total of 38 men and 38 women participated in this training.
3.3
Skills Building and Livelihood
During the base line, the training needs were assessed for different trades and the potential of
their use in rural area was also considered. Based on these two criteria, the following trades were
finalized: masonry skills training, electrical skills training, painting skills (building paints),
plumbing, and tailoring.
The details are as follows:
Skill

Target

Target

Achieved

Achieved

Male

Female

Masonary

Male
22

Female
13

Plumbing

10

Tailoring

10

Electricians

30

20

Livelihood grant

Teshi, karandi, thaghai,
gurmala, goniya, level, inch
tape, hammer, plaster patti,
lattoo rassi, belcha, gloves,
khurpi and bag
Pipe vice, pipe cutter, pipe
wrench 12” and 14”, hand
haksaw, plier, locking piler,
die .5/1.25, key spanner set,
roll punch set, dril machine,
hand level, screw wrench,
screw driver 8”, chisel 12 “,
inch tape, screw driver,
hammer, tools, pipe wrench
18”
Sewing machines, scissor,
measuring tape, fabric for 6
ladies suits and fabric for
children’s clothes
Piler 8”, nose piler, cutter,
tester, champion set,
hammer 400g, hammer
100g, chisel 12”, big bit, dril
machine set, hand haksaw,
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Painting

Total

30

20

27

8

99

41

grinder machine, safety belt,
hand gloves, dori, screw
wrench 8”, inch tape and
tool bags
Oil paint brushes 4”-3”-2”1”, water paint brush,
scraper set, scraper 8”, tool
bags and pen brush 1”

Except masonary training, all other trainings were held at IRC office-cum-training centre and
after the completion of training, tool kits and necessary equipments were distributed. That is how
training and livelihoods interventions were combined and later on wherever it was possible, the
services of these newly trained skilled workers were used. For instance, in repair and
rehabilitation work 24 masons and 10 painters have given their skilled services. This has enabled
them to charge skilled labour rates and also to practice and get refined their newly learned skills.
One special feature of masons training was training of female masons and later on utilization of
their skills in schools’ repairs and construction of water supply schemes. Out of a total of 13
trained female masons, 12 were given work in these schemes and out of 10 female painters, 6
women were given tasks.
Another important aspect of this training had been that the masons were trained on the
construction of toilets. In four villages –Saiful Solangi, Abdul Qadir Khoso, Sobdar Khoso and
Shahwasayo, 8 latrines (4 for men and 4 for women) were constructed with the material that was
purchased for training. The trainee masons constructed the toilets which are being used by the
community.
3.4
Assessment of individuals for other livelihood grants
This is a sensitive issue as there were many aspirants for this grant and the decisions had to be
made in a transparent yet consultative manner. The process for each trade was as under:
Selection for livestock and merchandise
PRA tools and techniques to determine the poorest of the poor and needy through community
dialogues was used. The community organizations were intimated one day in advance to
organize a meeting with members of general body (villagers), in which, criteria and objective of
providing such things are discussed and the community identified the deserving persons who met
the criteria and passed a resolution containing signatures of the CO members for unanimous
agreement with the process and potential beneficiary publicly.
In the first phase chicken cages and 20 hens (18 female and 2 male) were given to 10 women.
For hens easy to assemble wooden cages were made so that a 6 X 6 cage could be ready in a few
minutes. The hens were purchased along with a livestock person from the government from
Larkana. But it was a big disaster, as all the birds died within a week. In fact, the communities
complained that some of their birds also got the diseases and died.
Community Agreement
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A written agreement was signed between IRC and individual beneficiaries. IRC was responsible
to follow up with the community and record the impact of the grant on the lives of an individual
and community as a whole. The following criteria for each grant were used:














Goats
Worst affected by recent flood
preferably those who have lost their livestock
Female headed household or widow having no able bodied person Orphan headed household
who is the sole bread winner for family
Residing in targeted area of operation.
Received nothing in terms of livestock by other agencies.
He/She will never sell the goat rather double the number of goats.
Poultry -- indigenous hens with cages
Worst affected by recent flood
Preferably those who have lost their poultry
Widow having children below 18 years old.
Female headed household or widow having no able bodied person Orphan headed household
who is the sole bread earner for family
Residing in targeted area of operation.
Received nothing in terms of livestock by other agencies.






Cabin Shop
Worst affected by flood
Able to run his/her own small business at community level
Lost shop or source of income in flood 2010 and cannot afford to start a new business.
Condition: he/she will not sell the cabin shop for two years, in case if he/she is unable to run the
shop, he/she returns it to IRC, which will be decided further.








Provision of mini tonga/donkey tonga
Worst affected by flood in 2010
Owner of a robust donkey as IRC had to give only tonga
Able to run donkey tonga and must be young and energetic male
Not below 16 years of age
Lost his own donkey cart in flood and unable to buy another.
He/She will not sell the donkey tonga for two years, in case if he is unable to run the tonga, it will
be returned to IRC who will decide about the future grantee.

Finally the following grants were given for livestock and shops:

Nature of grant

Target

Target

Achie

Achiev

Details

7

Male

Female

ved
Male

ed
Female

Chicken and
cages

20

30

10 women were given the entire package of
wooden cages and 20 hens but when the hens
died, the rest of the 20 grantees of cages were
not given hens.

Goats

80

66

This was the last grant that was given. There had
been an assessment of 100 women for livestock,
after giving hens/cages to 20 women, the target
was reduced to 80. 38 goats were given in the
first phase and 28 were given at the end of the
project.

Sub-total

100

96

Shops

20

Mini Tongas
with Donkeys

60

20

Cyclovan

Sub-total

80

20

20

20

40 wooden cabins of larger than usual size were
donated to 20 men and 20 women. All the
shopkeepers were given inventory. Some of the
items were common whereas women also had
some women specific items. Additional
inventory to women was given for Eid.

29

Mobility in Shahdadkot is a serious issue
because of the broken road network and inability
of rickshaws to run on these roads. So
considering the fact that a lot of households own
donkeys, an innovative idea of donkey tonga
was introduced. The entire frame of tonga was
reduced in size for a smaller animal than horse.
5 tongas were made in Shahdadkot but they
were of poor quality so 20 tongas were ordered
in Punjab.

11

Since tongas were taking a lot of time and
beneficiaries were demanding carts, 11 of the
beneficiaries were transferred to cyclovan.
Payment has been made to Sohrab Cycle agents
but the cyclovans have not yet been delivered.

60

20

Altogether the performance in governance and livelihoods support remained as follows:
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In CO formation and training, all 40 organisations were formed and 80 volunteers (40
male and 40 females) were given training.
Skills training was provided to 99 men and 41 women
Against the target of 30 men and 20 women for marketable services, tool kits and sewing
machines to enable them to become self-employed were given to all 99 men and 41
women,
In the case of merchandise trade, support had to be provided to 80 men and 20 women.
The achievement in this sector was 60 men and 20 women.
Handicrafts training could not be provided as good quality handicrafts do not have a
market in those villages.
The livestock grant had to be given to 100 women. This was divided between poultry and
goats so 30 women were given poultry cages, 10 out of them were also given chicken and
66 were given goats.
In brief, the target of CO training was achieved 100 %, and of skills training 94 %.
The total target of livelihood support was 290 (110 men and 140 women) whereas the
achievement was 316 (159 men and 157 women).

The detail of these persons with their villages is given in attachments. It may be noted that every
beneficiary was entitled just for a single grant, for instance, if a person got training and tool kit,
he or she was not eligible for another grant for goats or cabin shops etc.
3.5
Infrastructure rehabilitation and new schemes
Community-Based infrastructure included three types of schemes: Schools and BHUs,
government and community infrastructure and new schemes.
Schools, BHUs and other buildings
It was envisaged that the area must be having some public interest or use buildings other than
schools and Basic Health Units but no such building was found in all the 20 villages. A few
schools were outside the 20 villages but it was reported that children from target villages were
going to those schools so those schools were also selected for repairs and whitewash.
Unfortunately, both the union councils did not have BHUs so no health building was repaired.
The only health facility that the area has is of Rural Health Centre which was found in a good
functional condition. So finally 18 schools were repaired and painted along with rehabilitation of
water and sanitation systems.
Government and community based infrastructure
The floods have very badly devastated the entire infrastructure of the area such as houses, link
roads, lanes within the villages, and the beautiful highway that used to connect all the villages.
This does not include the irrigation infrastructure of water channels and tube wells.
Detailed discussions for identification of priority infrastructure were held with male and female
community groups. Women identified water supply schemes as their priority where as men were
more interested in link roads. Since water supply schemes never existed, they were all new
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schemes. Each scheme was selected as a result of community resolution. The following schemes
were rehabilitated or constructed:
Union Council

S#

Village

Schemes
1 school,1 Water Tank, 2 Toilet ,1
Earthen Road

Hazar wah

Shah wasayo

2

Hazar wah

Hamit Chandio

3

Hazar wah

Dilwash Mugheri

Hazar wah

Gul Hassan
Mugheri

1 school,1 Water Tank
1School,1 Culvert, 1 Earthen
Road
1 scho1 ol,1 Water Supply,
Earthen Road, 1 Culvert

5

Hazar wah

M Achar Brohi

1 school,1 Water Supply

6

Hazar wah

New Faizabad

1 Water Supply, 1 Earthen Road

7

Hazar wah

Achar Khaskheli

1 school, 1 CC Block

8

Qubo Saeed

Kot Shahbaig

1 school,1 Water Supply

Qubo Saeed

Shakar M Brohi

Qubo Saeed

Sobdar Khoso

11

Qubo Saeed

M Soomar Khoso

1 school,1 Culvert

12

Qubo Saeed

Loung Khoso

1 school,2 Culvert

Qubo Saeed

Saifal Solangi

1 school,5 Hand pumps,1 Drains,2
Toilet

Qubo Saeed

Abdul Qadir Khoso

1 school,1 CC Block, 2 Toilet

Hazar wah

Qaim Brohi

1 school,1 Water Supply, 1
Earthen Road

Qubo Saeed

Latifabad

1 CC Block

Qubo Saeed

Sajjawal Magsi

18

Qubo Saeed

Yar Mohammed

1 Earthen Road,1 Culvert

19

Hazar wah

Gul Hassan Magsi

2 Culvert, 1 Water Supply

Hazar wah

Achar Magsi

1 Brick Solling, 1 Earthen Road, 1
Water Tank

Hazar wah

Beero Channa

1 Culvert,1 Earthen Road

1

4

9
10

13
14
15
16
17

20
21

1 school,1 Water Supply,1 Culvert,
1 CC Block
1 school, 1 Earthen Road, 1
Culvert,2 Toilet

1 Earthen Road, 1 Brick Solling,
School, 3 Culvert

In addition to above mentioned villages and schemes, a few schemes are also being implemented
in neighbouring villages such as culvert and Road in Beero Channo. This demand was accepted
because the identified villages did not have enough schools and some of the children were going
to the other villages for schools. Three schools of Qubo Saeed Khan town have also been
included in the list where repairs work is going on.
Altogether 60 schemes were repaired or constructed in which 380 men and 37 women earned
Cash for Work. Their total contribution was 12600 man days. They were paid @ Rs 600 for
skilled and @ Rs 300 for unskilled labour.
With the grant for CBI, the target of 60 schemes was completed. 6.5 kms of link earthen roads
were constructed, and 1446 meters of CC block in 6 villages were constructed. In addition to that
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13 culverts, 10 water supply schemes, 400 meters of drains, 5 handpumps and 18 schools were
either repaired or constructed from scratch. These schemes are benefiting a population of 16296.
The details are given in the attached table.

4. Networking with other stakeholders
4.1 District Government
In order to support community rehabilitation activities, the DCOs of all the affected districts in
Sindh formed the District Coordination Committees (DCCs) aiming to review, plan and
support stakeholders who are working in field for flood affected population.
In Sindh, district Qambar Shahdadkot is one of those districts which had been affected by flood
and currently focused by the national and international civil society organizations.
During reporting period, IRC team has attended DCC meetings regularly, wherein various
organizations mainly from, Shahdadkot, Larkana, Shahdadkot, national, District Government and
INGO representatives from OCHA, GOAL, UN-habitat, Care, Takhleeque Foundation, Children
welfare, Muslim aid, Falak, Dua, Roshni, NDS and UNHCR people are participating and share
their individual organizational performance. All these meetings were chaired by Mohammad
Yasin Shar (DCO-Qambar Shahdadkot).
The purpose of the participation in meetings was to promote coordination and effective
networking of all the development players so that duplication of work could be avoided and
progress against targets be shared.
4.2

PDMA, Community Restoration Cluster and UNDP

The role of PDMA (Provincial Disaster Management Authority) remained quite important and
visible in the early stages of the project. Gradually it slowed down however, the weekly meetings
at UNDP office in Sukkur continued. All weekly meeting are being attended by the
representatives of local, national and international organizations such as IRC, Pirbhat, OXFAM,
Mercy core, SRSO, Patan, Hands and some local organizations of Qambar Shahdadkot,
Shikarpur and Jacobabad. The issues like security at field level, coordination between various
actors, inflation of construction items, repatriation of IDPs, setting priorities of community
regarding micro public schemes, consolidation of various projects etc are being discussed and
solutions to these issues are being worked out by the forum. The rates for skilled and non skilled
labour finalized which further defines Rs.550 for skilled and 300 for non skill labour. These rates
are being followed strictly by all the implementing partners including IRC in cash for work.
4.3 Other NGOs working in Kambar-Shahdadkot District
Sindh Rural Support Organization, NDS, Pirbhat, Roshni, LHDP, GOAL, UN-habitat, Care,
Takhleeque Foundation, Children welfare, Muslim aid, Falak, Dua, and UNHCR
are actively involved in relief and rehabilitation efforts in the area

5. Impact of Livelihood Grants
Livelihood was a major and most important component of the project but IRC could not find a
livelihood expert in its staff. Somehow this expertise is not easily found in the interior of Sindh.
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Consequently, the decisions for enterprises and skills were taken on the advice of the community
or on the basis of various experiences of IRC staff and the understanding of market.
Apart from regular monitoring, two thorough discussions and monitoring visits were conducted
to assess the functioning of various enterprises. One was the visit of a sales person from IRC to
each and every shop. It was found out that a few thriving shops were those that were owned and
run by women. The male shops except 5 or 6 were not doing well. Some of the women shops
were also lying empty.
Two major problems were identified: one, that not much attention was given to the experience of
shop keeping while making a selection, somehow the process was influenced by the misery and
losses of various families; two , that the basic record keeping skills are still very weak and
determination of the prices of products was difficult for shopkeepers particularly women.
Female mobility remained a challenge throughout and the social acceptance of women as masons
and painters is still a challenge and will remain so in near future at least. Perhaps, attentions
should have been given on training couples so that they could work together. But it is an
innovative idea and women seem very happy and feel empowered while doing masonary work.
Most successful enterprises by far had been tailoring, electrical repairs, and masonary. In the
review session, both men and women tailors expressed the desire for learning other varieties of
stitching. Similarly, electricians also came up with a specific demand for learning repair of fans
and pumping machines. Masons reported that they were earning from Rs 500 to Rs 600 per day
and they get work in Shahdadkot city on an average for 3 t 4 days in a week. They could not find
much work in their villages or neighbourhood, so 5 of them who were interviewed reported that
they were going to the city almost every day and since they had the tool kit they could sell their
services. Electricians, on the other hand, got substantial work within their villages or other
villages.
Tongas with donkeys surprising proved to be a success. These tongas have not only solved the
mobility problem of women but are giving about Rs 300 per day to tonga owner without
spending any money on the running cost. It may also be noted that when these tonga owners got
the tongas, rice sowing season already started so they are not using these vehicles for full
working hours. They are hardly busy in this business for 3 hours.

6. Challenges and Constraints
Slow disbursement of funds remained a major constraint in implementation of the project. The
cash for work could not be distributed on time and the tools and equipment could not be
distributed just after the training as was planned. This adversely affected the logic of project
implementation as well as it created frustration among communities.
It seems that the communities were very poor even in pre-flood era as most of the population
depends on agriculture which produces only one harvest of rice. These landless farmers do not
have the skills and access to other markets so are totally dependent on nature and landlords.
When the project staff started going to the villages and discussions were held on their needs, the
communities started over expecting from the project. Explaining the limits of the project
remained a challenge throughout.
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Communal conflicts for one reason or the other have become a characteristic feature of rural life.
In some cases the two castes did not agree with each other and in other cases the roots of the
conflict were in the political divide within the community. Whatever the reasons are, this
situation made the job of social mobilisers difficult who were assigned with the task of
developing consensus in all decisions.

Sajjad Ali Chandio S/O Aijaz Ali Chandio
Sajjad Ali Chandio 25 is a resident of Village Himat Ali Chandio situated in Tehsil Qubo Saeed
Khan of District Qamber-Shahdadkot. Sajjad’s father Aijaz Ali Chandio is a primary school
teacher in the village. Sajjad has 3 brothers and 6 sisters. Two of her sisters are married while
other siblings are all un-married including Sajjad.
Sajjad passed his first year of intermediate but due to the economic conditions of the family after
the floods he left his studies and runs a Motorcycle Rickshaw from his village to Qubo Saeed
Khan city-centre. Sajjad’s father earns Rs. 12000 per month from his job which is not sufficient
for a family of 10 so he bought the Motorcycle Rickshaw on loan.
For the last 3 years they have not been able to grow anything on their small piece of land making
life more difficult. The small piece of land used to provide 50 to 60 thousand rupees per annum
to the family.
Sajjad was selected to participate in Electrician Training course organized by Indus Resource
Centre as part of the UNDP funded project in the flood affected areas of District QamberShahdadkot.
All my dreams were washed away by the
flood water and I was very depressed. I
am a happy person now. I have learned a
very important skill and people are calling
me for electric work in the village and
outside. I think by earning an extra
amount for the services I am providing I
will be able to support my family and also
re-start my studies from where I left.
Sajjad Ali Chandio

He is now happy as a result of the training and is now finding work in his village and sometimes
in the city and is earning a monthly wage of Rs. 3 to 4 thousand. He thinks that the wage will
improve once the economic condition of the people in the area will improve. He is now
contributing a total sum of Rs. 6 to 8 thousand monthly from working as an electrician and his
Motorcycle Rickshaw. He says that he will give the Rickshaw on rent once his income from
working as an electrician becomes steady.
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Malooqa w/o Wahid Bux
Malooqa w/o Wahid Bux Sandilo has 6 sons and 2 daughters. Her husband died before the floods
0f 2007 as a result of an unknown disease. She belongs to village Kot shah bag UC Qubo Saeed

This Cabin is our hope for our better
livelihood and we pray for IRC that
gave us such opportunity for our
income generation.
(Malooqa Sandilo 51 years old
women)
Figure 1 Malooqa Sandilo

Khan Tehsil Qubo Saeed Khan. Her family’s livelihood depends on farming on other peoples
land and occasional laboring. Belonging to a minority community the family is not welcomed by
neighbors. “Malooqa says that, whenever any team/ organization come in their village Brohi
community doesn’t allow them to meet with them and says that they are our guest and you go
from here”.
But after flood IRC team came for the assessment and provided her with this opportunity. Her
cabin shop is the most organized from all other shops provided by IRC and the reason for this is
her own commitment and hard work. Her 14 year old son studying in 9th class named Allah
Rakhiyo helps her mother in running the shop. Allah Rakhiyo says that the daily sale is Rs 500 to
Rs 600 and the profit is Rs 100 to Rs 150 a day. Allah Rakhiyo has many ideas of his own for the
Figure 2cabin.
Allah Rakhiyo
Sandiloa certain portion of the profit for the house and keeps the other for making
He keeps
purchases for the shop. He really admires the fact that he is getting a good education which is
eventually helping him in managing the shop properly. Both mother and son are managing the
IRC has
intervened
livesthat
as athis effort of IRC has brought wonder to their lives. They both have
shop
well andinareour
happy
beaconplanned
of hope.toThe
provision
of
improve the shop and hope that it will help them in improving their lives. During the
Cabininterview
Shop withAllah
inventories
is like
Rakhiyo
solda300 rupees things within 30 minutes.
property for us and I am trying my
level best to make it the most running
shop in our
5.village.
Pictures
(AllahARakhiyo
14 years
oldtheboy)
few pictures
from
file as under:
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Figure 2:Transportation of cabins by community to villages

Figure 3:female masons making drains at village saifal solangi

Figure 4:Rennovated school in village Qaim Brohi
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Figure 5:Brick Solling at Villsage Sijawal Magsi

Figure 6:Culvert at village sijawal magsi
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Figure 7: Discussing impact of CPI Schems on community

Figure 8: Handing over of donkey tangas to community
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